Arab officials describe Qualigilya as Israeli forces. Usually an outburst with the problem of a troublesome lose control of the governing houses it has stated it will call in its News Views:

The second factor or reason is the fact that the retaliation at its capital city. Qualigilya marks a shift of Israeli United States and Great Britain significance.

Should Jordan fall, Great Britain increase the supply of teachers by retirement policy, Mr. Carlson presented a plan to overcome the situation. In his speech President Carlson Schooner from 3 to 5 pin. The election committee will be held for the selection of five Prom Queen. Further nominations will be opened for Junior Prom will be held for the election of the Queen. The queen will be elected until 4 p.m. at the Election Committee.

CarlsonSuggests Higher Teacher Retirement Age

If the admittedly few ski, Eileen Lalley, Marilyn Leach, Suzanne Lieberman, Patricia Mc-
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Just The Facts...

To know or not to know that is the question. Whether "to be" or not to "be"; to know the truth or to exist in ignorance. At the full membership council of the major topic of discussion was the commission of political parties at State. Members of the council were divided on the issue of political parties and their role in the state. Some members were in favor of keeping political parties as a division, while others believed that they should be eliminated.

Kapital Exasper

On the last page of the U.S. News and World Report, there was an article about the state of the economy. The article was written by John Smith. It discussed the various factors that contribute to the economy, including inflation, unemployment, and foreign trade. The author also analyzed the potential impact of the current policies on the economy and provided recommendations for future action.

Music Council Slates Songmasters; Male Quartet To Vocalize Tonight

Music Council is planning to host a concert featuring the songmasters and a male quartet. The event will take place on Friday, October 26, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

Common-Staters
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Chairman Issues Sing Information

Chairman is expected on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

Get One Coffee Black, Sit Down, Introduce Yourself To Surrealism

The school will be held on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

Greek Honor Past Members With Receptions

The reception will be held on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

D & A Sponsors Oral Readings From Literature

The readings will be held on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

Dean Adds Seniors To Scholarship List

Dean has added seniors to the scholarship list. The school will be held on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.

Get One Coffee Black, Sit Down, Introduce Yourself To Surrealism

The school will be held on December 16, 1956, at 8:30 p.m. in the State College Theatre. The concert will feature a variety of musical performances by the songmasters and the male quartet, including traditional and contemporary songs.
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**Survey Studies Shopping Habits**

Lena Cary Jr., President, shared that consumer behavior and shopping habits are of great concern to both the local and national economies. The study will focus on understanding consumer behavior, particularly in relation to shopping patterns.

**Poring Over The Exchange**

**By NELSON NACH**

This is the story of two dealers who are attempting to sell their cars. The dealers are facing challenges in their business, and they are trying to find ways to improve their sales strategies.

**Just out and just wonderful!**

The store has a new line of Bob's Sport Coat with green corduroy.

**SEE THE '57 CHEVROLET TODAY!**

IT'S SWEET, SMOOTH AND SADDLE!

Chevy goes 'em all one better—with a daring new departure in design (looks lower and louver, and it is!), exclusive new turboglide automatic transmission with triple turbines, a new V8 and a bumper crop of new ideas including fuel injection!

**Committee Plans Periodical Revival**

Final plans will be held next week for the revival of the periodical, which will be used to promote various events and activities.

**Veterans To Discuss Society's Continuation**

The Veterans Society will hold a meeting next week to discuss the future of the Society, which has been struggling to find adequate funding and support.

**IT'S FOR REAL! by Chester Field**

[Article about new products and developments in the automotive industry.]
State Varsity Club, peggers bow in first setback

Girls Inactivity causes alarm

Potter Gridiron Squad gains intramural lead

Hey, everybody! Here's our new stock of Sticklers!

When smoke folk get together, the chatter most is fine tobacco. Naturally, that means Lucky Strike. Lucky's taste is worth talking about because it comes from fine tobacco—light, mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED to taste even better. As for the stickler, you call the minutes of a smoker's convention a light-up write-up. Speaking of light-ups, have you tried a Lucky lately? You'll say it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

Alumni to meet, food to eat, at the Snack Bar—DR. ELIOT!
Stepped up his campaign activity in Republicans have run into is that ord. The major problem that the been based on the Eisenhower rec­ been doing most of the campaigning, Democrats and Republicans will expected to do much better this Kentucky in '52 by 700 votes and is now come out and work for a Dem­ ganin for interfering in U. S. in­ drogen bomb tests. Both presiden­ has been the hydrogen bomb tests. Stevenson maintains that an inter­ has been the hydrogen bomb tests. Eisenhower has emphatically op­ posed such a move. The issue be­ of English and Chairman of the area. The Democrats feel that as in­ His popularity in this area. The Republicans have campaign­ through to you, Here's a filter cigarette!

WINSTON scores top marks for flavor!

What's all the shouting about? "Pfui!" Full, rich flavor — in a filter cigarette! Yes, and Winston's exclusive filter — a filter that does its job to well the flavor really comes through to you. Here's a filter cigarette college smokers can enjoy! Get Winston!

Switch to WINSTON America's best-selling, best-tasting filter cigarette!